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ABSTRACT

Real-time human tracking in complex environments usually presents
many challenges, such as partial/complete occlusions caused by ir-
regular motion and similar-color distractors. Switching Linear Dy-
namic System(SLDS) and Meanshift(MS) are two successful ap-
proaches, although both have inherent deficiencies, like accumu-
lated prediction and correction errors in SLDS, uncoded attentional
and spatial information in Meanshift, respectively. In this paper,
a spatial-representive Meanshift and a joint attentional feature his-
togram from bottom-up and top-down attention models are used to
make the tracker more adaptive. Then a tracking algorithm is pro-
posed as adaptive Meanshift embedded SLDS, where four transi-
tion matrixes A(st) handle partial/complete occlusions with irregu-
lar motion under the framework, and adaptive Meanshift solves short
occlusions of similar-color distractors in local search for higher ac-
curacy. Experiments show that this method can work more robustly
for partial/complete occlusions among multiple persons compared
with adaptive Meanshift and Meanshift embedded SLDS.

Index Terms— SLDS Model, Meanshift Tracker, Multi-cue Fu-
sion, Human Attention Mechanism

1. INTRODUCTION

Real-time tracking is always a critical task in many applications such
as autonomous robot navigation, intelligent surveillance, perceptual
user interface, driver assistance and biotracking, etc [1, 2, 3]. And
single target tracking remains a challenge due to frequent irregular
motion, complete or partial occlusions and similar color disturbance
between target and distractors.

There are probabilistic methods and deterministic methods to
handle those problems. Probabilistic methods view tracking as a
dynamic state estimation problem under probabilistic framework.
Since human dynamics can provide powerful cues in occlusions,
Dynamic Bayesian Network(DBN) models are usually used, such
as Linear Dynamic System(LDS) and its derivatives[4, 5]. LDS is
an optimal estimator based on linear prediction and minimized er-
ror covariances. However, it cannot model complex motion and
tell precise location of target as a linear model. Like other DBNs,
the accumulated prediction/correction errors require more accurate
trackers. Meanwhile, deterministic methods compare target model
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with current frame and find out the most promising candidate, such
as Meanshift and Trust Region[1, 6]. Meanshift is a kernel-based
method climbing probabilistic density gradient to seek distribution
mode and is more accurate than probabilistic methods. After it is
applied by Comaniciu et.al. and Bradski, it cannot handle problems
above very well, because it always employs single color cue which
is vulnerable to complex environment.

At present, there are two solutions to solve these problems. One
is to combine probabilistic methods with deterministic methods to-
gether for more accurate and robust algorithms, the other is to in-
tegrate multiple cues like motion, color and spatial information for
enhancing original Meanshift. Zivkovic et.al. have analyzed and
compared a range of approximate Bayesian schemes(LDS, mixed
LDS, Partial Filtering, etc) with original meanshift especially on oc-
clusions, finding they work efficiently[7]. Some researchers have
established multi-cue integration and feature fusion mechanisms in
target representive level[8, 9]. Others are working on higher-order
spatiogram or tunable block weights to generate advanced tracker
with surrounding information[10, 11].

In this paper, SLDS is employed as a tracking framework for
two reasons: first, the Markov process in SLDS controls a LDS
rather than a fixed Gaussian model; second, by mapping discrete hid-
den states to piecewise linear measurement models, SLDS has po-
tentially greater descriptive power than a Hidden Markov Model in
tracking[5, 12]. Besides, a spatial-representive Meanshift based on
joint attentional feature histogram is built from color, motion infor-
mation and two attention models. Therefore, SLDS combined with
adaptive Meanshift is proposed, where SLDS predicts rough posi-
tion when target moves irregularly and occlusion happens, and then
the position is used to initiate Meanshift parameters. Thus, Mean-
shift can keep continuous and accurate tracking when target moves
among distractors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents
adaptive Meanshift and joint attentional feature histogram. The
whole structure of algorithm is proposed in section 3. Section 4
shows experimental results and discussions. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in section 5.

2. JOINT ATTENTIONAL FEATURE HISTOGRAM AND
SPATIAL-REPRESENTIVE MEANSHIFT

As an appearance-based method, Meanshift employs iterations to
find a candidate p = {pu}m

u=1 which is the most similar to the
target model q = {qu}m

u=1 on single color(or other feature) dis-
tribution, with the similarity of two distributions based on Bhat-
tacharyya coefficient[1]. Since single color histogram is vulnerable
to partial/complete occlusions and similar color disturbance, a joint
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probability distribution map integrating color and motion cues with
bottom-up/bottom-down attention models is constructed. Then the
map is projected into 1D joint feature histogram again for spatial-
representive Meanshift search.

2.1. Joint Attentional Feature Histogram

First, a joint attentional distribution map Pa(x, y) replaces original
single color probability distribution map, for Pa(x, y) can fuse mul-
tiple cues for object representation. In order to produce such map,
there are two stages based on visual bottom-up and top-down at-
tention models. Fused color and motion features and spatial fovea
vision function are utilized to implement these two stages.

In bottom-up stage, HSV colorspace is used to handle illumina-
tion changes and color disruptors. The H channel is inaccurate with
a low S near to 0, therefore, proper thresholds and weights among
HSV are set to limit too low S and too high V values and to produce
color probability distribution map Pc(x, y) through back-projection.

Motion salient region is generated by horizontal/vertical projec-
tions of consecutive frame differences. Although target motion is
complicated, displacements can still be obtained with appropriate
threshold and affine transformations. After parameter estimation and
compensation for affine motion between former and later frames,
difference results are projected horizontally and vertically to avoid
foreground aperture problem and to detect the most probable motion
regions Pm(x, y).

In the top-down stage, an exponential spatial attenuation func-
tion F(x,y) which simulates the foveal vision is applied to produce
Pa(x, y). It uses selective attention on predicted regions and sup-
presses peripheral distracters remarkably due to target model. Be-
cause when eyes are searching the most promising candidate in joint
salient map Pc(x, y) ∗ Pm(x, y), attention always guides them into
the most promising location where target may appear. Then the po-
sition becomes a fixation point(x, y) with the densest attention and
that of the surround becomes less and less. The formula is written in
equation1:

F(x,y) = exp

 
−
p

(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2

c · w · h

!
(1)

where (x, y) is pixel coordinate in the frame, (x0, y0) is fixation point
which is tracked result in last frame, c is an attenuated constant, w
and h are frame width and height.

Hence, the joint attentional probability distribution map is
Pa(x, y) = Pc(x, y)∗Pm(x, y)∗F(x,y). Then it generates the joint
attentional feature histogram through a reversed ”back-projection”.
Experiments demonstrate that it can enhance correct detection prob-
ability and accurate search effectively, especially in multiple human
scenes.

2.2. Spatial-representive Meanshift Tracker

Since a pixel at the same location may contribute differently to can-
didate overtime due to motion and occlusions, spatial information
should be encoded in object representation during search process as
shown in[5]. Here the target is divided into M blocks(M = 9), let
{xi}nh

i=1 denote nh pixel locations of the candidate centered at y in
current frame. Then the candidate representation becomes:

p̂u(y)=Cp

nhX
i=1

δ[b(xi)− u]

MX
j=1

φ
(u)
j k(‖xi − y − zj

hj
‖2) (2)

where Cp means normalization constants, δ is the Kronecker delta
function, b(xi) is the index of the histogram bin, k(x) is the kernel
profile, zj denotes the center of block j, and hj specifies the kernel
range of decay for block j, respectively. The larger hj is, the more
slowly weights of pixels are decreasing, and vice visa.

Then φj is calculated to smooth the sudden change of the cor-
relation of target model F ∗

j = {f∗j1, f∗j2, . . . , f∗jn} and candidate
region Fj = {fj1, fj2, . . . , fjn} for block j:

φj =Cφ

vuuut1−

0@1−
Pn

i=1 f∗ijfijqPn
i=1 f∗ij

pPn
i=1 fij

1A2

(3)

where Cφ is a normalization constant and n is the bin number in
histograms.

When target locates exactly on one block, the correlation value
will be approximately to 1. When some occlusions happen, the block
content may result in one small correlation value. Therefore, equa-
tion of location in next frame can incorporate correlation factors into
weight functions to make tracker more adaptive. The meanshift vec-
tor is derived as follows:

yt+1 =

Pnh
i=1 wi

PM
j=1 φjg

“
‖xi−yt−zj

hj
‖
”2
„

xi−zj

h2
j

«
Pnh

i=1 wi

PM
j=1 φjg

“
‖xi−yt−zj

hj
‖
”2
„

1
h2

j

« (4)

where g(x) = −k
′
(x).

3. FRAMEWORK OF ADAPTIVE MEANSHIFT
EMBEDDED SLDS

Due to accumulated prediction and correction errors through each
update step, up to time t, total bias may be too huge to lose exact
target location, especially in complex environments. Therefore, the
adaptive Meanshift is incorporated into SLDS to ensure SLDS can
predict and be updated independently with minor error.

Here SLDS doesn’t model human complex gestures with high
degrees of freedom, but estimates motion of target central point.
Suppose that the whole process of target can be decomposed into
4 kinds of submotion: low-speed linear walk(≤ 1.4m/sec), state
1), high-speed linear walk(state 2), staying still(state 3) and turning
around(state 4), and then SLDS consists of 4 correlated transition
matrixes A(st). At first SLDS is constructed through initialization,
and then joint attentional feature histogram is built for target repre-
sentation and mode search. The target center is referred as initial
value of meanshift for more accurate search. Then the search re-
sult is fed back as the measurement of SLDS for correction. Then
in next frame, after SLDS finishes the rough search firstly, Mean-
shift follows as local search and this method will keep continuous
tracking.

In SLDS, each LDS state/mode is associated with a dynamical
process. It describes dynamics of complex nonlinear physical pro-
cesses by switching among a set of linear dynamic models. SLDS
can be expressed by state-space formula 5.

Pr(i, j) = Pr(st = i|st−1 = j) = Π(i, j)

Xt+1 = A(st+1)Xt + vt+1(st+1)

Zt = CXt + wt (5)
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where s denotes discrete states switching models with continuous
hidden states Xt ∈RN and observations Zt ∈RM , and vt is state
noise, vt(st))∼ N(0, Q(st)). Similarly, wt is measurement noise,
wt∼ N(0, R). A(st) and C are transition and observation matrixes,
respectively.

Assume the LDS of target motion models a Gauss-Markov pro-
cess with Gaussian noises. The switching model is a discrete first-
order Markov process with state variables st. And it is defined
with the state transition matrix Π and an initial state distribution π0.
The LDS and switching process are coupled with the dependence of
A(st) and Q on the switching state st : A(st=i) = Ai, Q(st = i)=
Qi. Therefore, joint distribution P (ZT , XT , ST ) over variables of
SLDS is:

Pr(S0)

T−1Y
t=1

Pr(St|St−1)Pr(X0|S0)

T−1Y
t=1

Pr(Xt|Xt−1,St)

T−1Y
t=0

Pr(Zt|Xt) (6)

where ZT , XT and ST denote sequences of the length T of observa-
tions and hidden states.

Besides, an affine image warping is used to model target motion
between two consecutive frames. The state variable Xt is modeled
as [x, y, vx, vy, ax, ay]t, where (x, y), (vx, vy), (ax, ay)represent
target position, velocity and acceleration, respectively. The obser-
vation vector is Zt = (x, y).

Learning period: Sample video training;
Initialization: Built the joint attentional probability
distribution map Pa(x, y) and feature histogram of target;
Initialize LDS state estimations and Meanshift tracking
window location X̂0|−1,i, and Σ0|−1;
Initialize maxmized posterior J0,i;
Iteration:;
for t=1:T-1 do

for i=1:S do
for j=1:S do

Predict and filter LDS state estimates X̂t|t,i,j
and Qt|t, i, j;
Find transition probabilities Jt|t−1,i,j from state
i to j;

end
Find the best transition At−1,i into state i;
Update sequence probability Jt,i and the LDS state
estimates X̂t|t,i and Qt|t,i;
Use adaptive Meanshift based candidate Pa(x, y)
and feature histogram for accurate search, and the
result will be used as correction at stage to predict
and filter LDS estimates and transition matrix;

end
end
Find best final switching state i∗T−1 and backtrace the best
switching sequence S∗

T ;
Do RTS smoothing for S = S∗

T ;
Algorithm 1: Algorithm of Adaptive Meanshift embedded SLDS

In learning step, generalized EM and other Bayesian learn-
ing methods can be used to find optimal values of parameters
A(st),Q(st)4,Pi,Pr . Since submotion patterns have been deter-
mined, X0, si = {s1, s2, s3, s4}, Q(si), C, R, π0 can be initialized
by several video training, which include 3 videos of 2107 frames
with same resolution and environments as test sequences. Assume
that R is a constant matrix.

Fig. 1. Average Correctness of AMS, MSES and our method in 12
video sequences

In inference step, Viterbi approximate inference algorithm is
used to find the most likely sequence of S∗

T for a given ZT , [12],
where the best switching sequence s∗T equals to argmaxPr(S

∗
T |Z∗

T ).
Then the desired posterior P (XT , ST |ZT ) is approximated by its
mode Pr(XT |S∗

T , ZT ), and the transition probability from state i to
j and from time t− 1 to t is Jt|t−1,i,j . Our algorithm has shown its
high robustness and efficiency to partial/complete occlusion caused
by irregular motion and similar-color distrctors in human tracking.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This proposed algorithm is tested on 12 real-scene sequences S1-
S12 including 9017 frames. The tested video database includes vari-
ous problems, for instance, 2 persons in cluttering environment with
occlusions(S1- S4), 3 persons with different partial/complete oc-
clusion and similar color disturbance(S5-S8), 5 persons with par-
tial/complete occlusions, color distractors and irregular motions(S9-
S12). All the sequences are captured at 15 frames per second with
changing illumination in two 8× 8m2 halls. The resolution of each
frame is 640× 512 pixels and the original tracked region is 30× 20
pixels. In this paper, the Adaptive Meanshift(AMS), Meanshift Em-
bedded SLDS(MSES) and our method have been accomplished to
illustrate their performances.

Fig. 2. S-10/11: tracking results of AMS/MSES/our algorithm with
partial or complete occlusions. Both at frames #107, #152, #152,
#152

It can be seen that our method and MSES both perform better
than AMS in all sequences in Fig.1, especially in the complex en-
vironments of S9-12. For the switching Bayesian model can keep
target dynamics and bring in robustness in whole process. And our
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method shows higher accuracy than both MSES and AMS in se-
quences with occlusions, color disturbance and irregular motion to-
gether in S9-12. Because the adaptive meanshift tracker changes
kernel weights adaptively and SLDS switches according to current
motion pattern more accurately. Meanwhile, in S1- S4 where oc-
clusions occur between 2 persons without similar color disturbance,
both AMS and MSES show same experimental trends because the
spatial information doesn’t provide essential clues in search. And
our method has a better result than others in S5-S8 because there are
multiple color distractors exist in S5-S6 and irregular motion hap-
pens in S7-S8 among 3 persons.

In Fig.2 there are two sequences where complete and partial oc-
clusions occurred. The upper row from S-10 shows the girl with dark
red coat and black trousers is our target. And she is being occluded
completely by the girl wearing dark red coat and plaid skirt at frame
107. Then at frame 152 we see three kinds of results using AMS,
MSES and our method. In the second picture, AMS tried to dis-
tinguish the distractor and target region after occlusion, but finally
fails. The MSES and our method both followed the right person,
however, MSEKF didn’t adjust the search window scale properly
and produces some residuals.

Fig. 3. S-12: tracking for occlusions caused by irregular motions:
1st to 3rd rows: MSES; 4th to 6th rows: our method. Both at frames
#113, #424, #430, #437, #438, #439, #445, #451, #457,#463, #475,
#481, #487, #493, #505

In Fig.3 there are five persons and target is the girl in a dark red
coat and plaid skirt. Because of their complex motion, continuous
occlusions, like at frame 437, our method can predict location of the
most likely region by using proper LDS model and meanshift will
use non-occluded body part information and attention models adap-
tively to find the location mode. However, the MSES tracker can be
disturbed by cluttered clues such as the boy with black trousers and
another girl with dark suit, resulting larger search region and wrong
location, like frames after 439, because it can just choose proper
LDS in certain motion-patterns without the combined surrounding
information like spatial, color cues.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a novel tracking algorithm combined with
SLDS and adaptive Meanshift tracker. The SLDS is integrated to
predict rough position, and to handle partial/complete occlusions
with irregular motion, then adaptive meanshift searches precise in-
formation for solving occlusions caused by similar-color distractors
and model update. Moreover, spatial-representive Meanshift is gen-
erated from joint attentional distribution histogram and multi-cue
strategy. Extensive experiments show that this method performs
very well under some challenging situations with partial/complete
occlusions compared with the adaptive Meanshift and Meanshift
Embedded SLDS.
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